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The international maritime convention has played an important role in 
marine field, however, as to its direct application in Taiwan-related maritime 
cases, there are deficient relevant studies in theory and no such instances can be 
found in juridical practice. Based on summarizing the present application of law 
in Taiwan-related maritime cases, with the analysis of essentials on 
international maritime convention’s direct application as the starting point, 
combining the legal basis of its sphere of validity, this paper demonstrates that 
international maritime convention can be directly applied to Taiwan-related 
maritime cases, which is also the reasonable solution way of Taiwan-related 
maritime cases, and further analyzes the methods of international maritime 
convention’s direct application. 
Besides preface and conclusion, this paper is divided into four chapters as 
follows: 
Chapter 1 defines related connotations of the concepts in this paper, 
including international maritime convention, Taiwan-related maritime cases and 
international maritime convention’s direct application, which is the premise of 
discussing the international maritime convention directly applicable to 
Taiwan-Related maritime cases. 
Chapter 2 reviews the present application of international maritime 
convention in Taiwan-related maritime cases. It first analyzes the theoretical 
difficulties of its direct application owing to Taiwan area not being the member 
of international maritime convention. Then discovers that rarely have examples 
of international maritime convention’s direct application in Taiwan-related 
maritime cases through judicial research. 
Chapter 3 demonstrates the feasibility of international maritime convention 















essentials of direct application. Secondly, through developing the traditional 
“foreign-related three essentials theory”, the author points out that 
foreign-related should regard the outsider territory involvement as the standard 
and the Taiwan-related maritime cases have the foreign-related characters. Then, 
from three perspectives of international maritime convention’s validity scope 
including territory principle, material sphere of validity and extraterritorial 
effect, demonstrates the validity scope of the convention could reaches to 
non-contracting states (parties), and draws the conclusion that the international 
maritime convention can be directly applied in Taiwan-related maritime cases. 
Finally, from three perspectives including both straits’ common background of 
international convention, inner demand of maritime law’s internationality and 
effective methods of resolving conflicts in both sides’ laws, further 
demonstrates the reasonable path of international maritime convention’s direct 
application as resolving the Taiwan-related maritime cases. 
Chapter 4 discusses the application forms of international maritime 
convention in Taiwan-related maritime cases. First distinguish private 
international maritime conventions from the public ones, this chapter states that 
the private conventions can be directly applied, while the public ones should be 
in the limit of technical terms. Then, by means of analyzing the legal hierarchy 
of international convention higher than the common domestic law, proposes 
that the direct application of international convention should not under the 
condition of existing conflicts, and international convention could be directly 
applied if provisions are consistent or not being regulated in domestic law. 
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